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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
The purpose of this paper is to extend to differential algebra the general 
concept of a scheme which has proven to be extremely useful in algebraic 
geometry in the last 20 years. We show that the general notion of a 
differential scheme is useful for characterizing properties of premodels of 
differential fields in the sense of [ 11. We assume that the reader has a 
passing acquaintance with the notion of a scheme in the sense of [ 5 ]. 
Recently there has been considerable activity in an area which one might 
call differential algebraic geometry. Among those who have made 
contributions in this area, one must include Blum for his pioneering work on 
complete models of differential fields [ 1 ] and later his contributions to the 
problem of extending differential specializations [2], Morrison for her 
continuing work in the study of extending differential specializations in 
various contexts [ 12, 131, Kolchin for his fundamental work in the area and 
in particular for his investigation of completeness of projective spaces in his 
study of algebraic differential equations in a projective space [lo], and most 
recently Buium for his work involving the general notion of a Ritt scheme 
[4]. It is hoped that the present paper can serve to unify the work done in 
this direction. 
To demonstrate the usefulness of the concept of a differential scheme, we 
consider Blum’s work in [ 1 ] in the setting of differential schemes and show 
that the completeness and model properties of a premodel of a differential 
field over a differential subring correspond to certain valuative criteria of 
differential schemes. We also show that certain products of differential 
schemes exist and that as a consequence the completeness and separation 
properties of differential schemes which generalize those for schemes imply 
the corresponding properties for a pre-model. 
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Any unexplained terminology or notation is standard, as in [3 1. 19 1, or 
1111. 
2. DIFFERENTIAL SCHEMES 
In this section we introduce the notion of a differential scheme, which is to 
be the differential version of the general notion of a scheme as found in 15 ]> 
for example, and which is to be the proper generalization in the differential 
case of such notions as Ritt schemes as in 141, premodels as in [ 1 J, and 
projective varieties as in [ 101. In order to better understand how this notion 
will properly generalize that of a scheme, we begin by recalling several 
important facts from [S]. 
Let Comm denote the category whose objects are commutative rings with 
identity and whose morphisms are ring homomorphisms which preserve the 
identity. A local ringed space is a pair (X, Px) where X is a topological space 
and 0; is a sheaf of commutative rings on X such that for each x E X, the 
stalk @x,, is a local ring (i.e., has a unique maxima1 ideal denoted by m,). If 
(K 4) and (Y, (“y) are local ringed spaces, then a morphism 
(4, w): (X, rcY,> + (Y, P,,) of local ringed spaces is a pair where 4: X -+ Y is 
continuous and v: Py + $* c”i is a morphism of sheaves of commutative rings 
on Y such that for each x E X, the ring homomorphism w,“: Fy,O(x) -+ P*,+ is 
local (i.e., i&m,,,,) c m,). The category whose objects are local ringed 
spaces and whose morphisms are described above will be denoted by LRS. 
There is a contravariant functor Spec: Comm + LRS defined objectwise 
by Spec A = (Spec A, x), where Spec A denotes the set of prime ideals in A 
with the Zariski topology as in 13 j. The open sets of the form 
D(f) = (P E Spec A 1 f @ P} for all f E A form a basis of quasi-compact 
open sets for Spec A. The sheaf 2 is the usual structure sheaf defined on the 
basis by A”@(f)) = A,= !;‘A, where S, is the multiplicative subset 
(f” 1 n > 0) of A; its stalk A, at any P E Spec A is just the local ring A,,. 
There is also a contravariant functor f~ LRS --) Comm, defined objectwise 
by T(X, Fr) = /“x(X), the ring of global sections of the local ringed space 
(X, Pi). Moreover, the functor Spec is left adjoint to r in the sense that for 
any A E Comm and (X, Pi) E LRS. there is a natural bijection 
Comm(A, T(X, cy)) --f LRS((X, /“,), (Spec A, x)), 
where Comm(A, T(X, fli)) denotes the set of all ring homomorphisms 
A -+ r(X, P,) and LRS((X, eV), (Spec A, x)) the set of all morphisms of local 
ringed spaces (X, (c”x) + (Spec A, A”). Most importantly, for any A E Comm 
there is a natural isomorphism 0, . A -P T(Spec A, 2). One consequence of 
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this is that the functor Spec is full and faithful, i.e., for any A, B E Comm, 
the canonical mapping 
Comm(A, B) + LDR((Spec B, 8), (Spec A, 2)) 
is a bijection. In particular, any morphism of local ringed spaces 
(Spec B, g) --+ (Spec A, 6) corresponds to a unique ring homomorphism 
A -+ B. Hence the full subcategory Aff of LRS determined by the affine 
schemes (local ringed spaces isomorphic to (Spec A, b) for some 
A E Comm) is equivalent to the category of commutative rings. Since a 
scheme is a local ringed space which has a covering by open sets which are 
affme, local properties of schemes are determined by the corresponding 
properties of the rings involved. It is this feature of schemes which makes 
them a useful generalization of such notions as varieties in algebraic 
geometry. We now consider the extent to which these ideas can be extended 
to differential algebra. 
We denote by Diff the category whose objects are differential rings and 
whose morphisms are differential ring homomorphisms. A local differential 
ringed space (or, as in ]6 ], an LDR-space) is a pair (X, $.) where X is a 
topological space and PX is a sheaf of differential rings on X such that for 
each x E X, TV,, is a local differential ring (i.e., has a unique maximal ideal 
m, which is differential). If one defines morphism for local differential ringed 
spaces in a completely analogous manner as morphism for local ringed 
spaces is defined, the resulting category is denoted by LDRS. 
There is a contravariant functor Spec,] : Diff -+ LDRS defined objectwise 
by Spec, A = (Spec, A, a), where Spec, A denotes the set of prime 
differential ideals in A with the Zariski topology induced by the inclusion 
Spec,) A + Spec A. The open sets of the form Ol,(S) = o(f) n Spec, A for 
all f E A form a basis of open sets for Spec, A. The sheaf a is the sheaf 
associated to the restriction of A’ (as a sheaf of differential rings) to Spec,) A, 
or equivaiently, a is the sheaf associated to the presheaf A, defined in [ 81; 
its stalk A, at any P E Spec, A is the local differential ring A,, . 
There is also a contravariant functor r,): LDRS + Diff defined objectwise 
by r&Y, flX) = Pi(X). Moreover, it was shown in 16 ] in the case of a single 
derivation, or in [8] more generally, that Spec, is left adjoint to f,), so that 
for any A E Diff and (1, yY) E LDRS, there is a natural bijection 
Diff(A, r&Y, (“;)) -+ LDRS((X, flX), (Spec,) A, a)). 
Therefore, for any A E Diff, there is a natural differential ring 
homomorphism 0, : A -+ I’,(Spec,A,& which in general is not an 
isomorphism. The reason for this is that, roughly speaking, there are “not 
enough” prime differential ideals in A. For example, let A denote the 
polynomial ring C [X] in one indeterminate X over the field of complex 
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numbers, made into a differential ring by the derivation d/dX. Note that if 
f E C[X] has degree 12 > 0, then d(f)/dX has degree n - 1, and since C[X] 
is a principal ideal domain, it follows that Spec, C[X] = (0). Therefore 
r, Spec, C[X] z C(X), the quotient field of C[X]. Note also that the 
morphism (iszrphism, actually) of local differential ringed spaces 
(Spec, C[XJ, C[X]) -+ (Spec,) C(X), C@?)) does not correspond to any 
differential ring homomorphism C(X) + C [Xl. In spite of this pathology, we 
shall see that many of the basic concepts and results of algebraic geometry 
can be extended to the differential case. 
We will say that a local differential ringed space (X, Px) is a differential 
affine scheme if there is an isomorphism (X, Pi.) -+ (Spec, A, a) for some 
A E Diff. Note that from the example above we see that if (X, cr) is a 
differential affine scheme, there may be several differential rings A for which 
(X, P”) E (SpecJ, a). If (4, w): (X, c) + (Y, /“,,) is a morphism in LDRS, 
we will say that (4, w) is realizable if there exists a differential ring 
homomorphism f: A + B and isomorphisms a: (Y, py) -+ (Spec, A, a) and 
/I: (X, /“x) -+ (Spec,) B, 8) such that the diagram 
4 
I 
(I 
(Spec,; B, 8) Spec,f_, (Spec,) A, a) 
commutes. In this case we say that ($, w) is realized by J Since the 
composite of two realizable morphisms of differential affine schemes is not 
necessarily realizable, we take as morphisms between differential affine 
schemes any morphism in LDRS, so that the category DAff of differential 
affine schemes forms a full subcategory of LDRS. 
We are now ready to extend the notion of a scheme to the differential 
case. We say that a local differential ringed space (X, P*) is a differential 
scheme if every point x E X has a neighborhood U such that the local 
differential ringed space (U, Px 1 U) is a differential affine scheme. A 
morphism of differential schemes is any morphism in LDRS, so that the 
category DSch of differential schemes forms a full subcategory of LDRS. 
Many of the elementary properties of schemes generalize to the case of 
differential schemes. For example, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (X, TV) be a dlflerential scheme. 
(i) The dl&%erential a#?ne open sets form a basis for the topology of 
X. 
(ii) The underlying space X is a TO-space. 
(iii) The space X is sober, i.e., every closed irreducible subspace of X 
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admits a unique generic point, and the mapping x t--+ {x} is a bijection of X 
onto the set of these irreducible closed subspaces. 
(iv) For any open subset U of X, the local dtgerential ringed space 
(U, fix ) U) is a dtperential scheme. 
Proof: Statements (i), (ii) and (iv) follow immediately from the 
definitions, and (iii) follows from the corresponding result for differential 
affine schemes [7, Proposition 2.4, p. 246). 
In spite of the fact that 0, : A -+ r, Spec, A is not an isomorphism in 
general, there are many differential rings for which BA is an isomorphism. 
The following proposition shows that local differential rings are among this 
class. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If A has a unique maximal prime dSfJ’erentia1 ideal P, 
then I, Spec, A is naturally isomorphic to A,. In particular, tf A is a local 
d@erential ring, 0, : A -+ I’,, Spec, A is an isomorphism. 
Proof We first note that if A has a unique maximal prime differential 
ideal P, then X = Spec, A has a unique closed point P with the property that 
if U is any open set in X with P E U, then U = X. If then follows that 
I,Spec,A=A(X)=l&A(U)=A,rA,, 
the colimit taken over all open sets U c X with P E U. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If A is a local dtrerential ring, there is a natural 
bijection between dSfferentia1 ring homomorphisms B + A and morphisms of 
dtflerential affine schemes Spec, A -+ Spec, B. 
Proof We have seen that there is a natural bijection 
Diff(B, r, Spec, A) + LDRS(Spec, A, Spec, B) arising from the fact that 
Spec, is left adjoint to r,. By Proposition 2.2, 8, : A -+ I, Spec, A is a 
natural isomorphism so that there is a natural bijection 
Diff(B, A) -+ LDRS(Spec, A, Spec, B) 
as claimed. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let A be a local dtrerential ring and let 
v: Spec, A -+X be a morphism of dtrerential schemes. Then there exists a 
dSfferentia1 aflne open set U c X such that w = i . 4 where i: U + X denotes 
the inclusion and 4: Spec, A -+ U is realized by a dtflerential ring 
homomorphism f: B -+ A. 
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ProojI Let x E Spec, A denote the unique closed point and let U be a 
differential affine open neighborhood of v(x) in X. If y E Spec,) A is such 
that v(y)EX-K then since XE 1.~1 we have ~/(x)E~((Y\)c 
(I&)} cX- U. Hence W(Spec,) A) c U, and the result follows from 
Corollary 2.3. 
3. VALUATIVE CRITERIA AND COMPLETE MODELS 
OF DIFFERENTIAL FIELDS 
In this section we present an application of differential schemes to the 
problem of characterizing complete models of differential fields. We accom- 
plish this by giving valuative criteria for determining the completeness and 
model properties of a premodel of a differential field. 
The notion and conventions of [ 11 are adopted in this section. In 
particular, K denotes an ordinary differential field of characteristic zero, k a 
differential subring of K, and p(k) the set of all local differential subrings of 
K containing k. If A is a differential subring of K, then L,(A) = 
{A,, 1 P E Spec, A, P # 0}, and qf(A) denotes the differential quotient field of 
A. 
Since the underlying spaces of the differential schemes we consider in this 
section will be subspaces of F(k), the following proposition showing that 
p(k) has the structure of a local differential ringed space in an important 
step toward our goal. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. There is a sheaf F of dtflerential rings on p(k) 
making (p(k), F) a local differential ringed space. 
ProoJ Let p(k) denote the set of all differential subrings of K containing 
k which are local (in the non-differential sense, i.e., having a unique maximal 
ideal which is not necessarily differential). Then F(k) is a topological space 
having a basis of open sets of the form i”(A) where A is a differentially 
finitely generated differential ring extension of k contained in K, i.e., 
A = k{a, ,..., a,} for some finite subset {a, ,..., a,} c K. It is clear that F(k) 
with the topology from [ 1, p. 3 15 1 is a subspace of p(k). 
Recall that if A is any integral domain, then A = 0 {A,w 1 M maximal ideal 
in A}, so that A = 0 (B 1 B local ring, A c B c qf(A)}. Recall also that the 
operator Xi + X, defined on subsets X of K in [ 7 1 preserves intersections, 
local rings and sends subrings to differential subrings [ 7, Propositions 1.1 
and 1.4, pp. 240-2411. It follows that if A is any differential subring of K 
containing k, then A = A, = (n {B i B-local ring, A c B c K}), = fi {B, j B 
local ring, A c B c K) = 0 (B 1 B E d(A)}. Hence there is a presheaf R of 
differential rings defined on the basis of 8(k) by R(F(A)) = A, since 
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if @(A)c8(A’), then A’=n {B]BEs(A’)}cn {B]BE@(A)}=A. 
Moreover, for any A E 8(k), the stalk of R at A is R, = 
li&q(k{a I,..., a,})) =l&lk{a, )...) a,,} = A, where the first colimit is over 
all @(k(u, ,..., 
. . 
a,}) contammg A, and the second is over all finite subsets 
ia 1 ,***, an} of A. If F denotes the associated sheaf of R and F the restriction 
of F to P(k), then for any A E B(k) we have FA z A, so that (e(k), F) is a 
local differential ringed space. 
PROPOSITION 3.2, Let A be any difSerentia1 subring of K containing k 
with qf(A) = K. Then there is an embedding 4: (Spec,A, A) --t (O(k), F) of 
local differential ringed spaces such that #(Spec, A) = L,(A) U {K}. 
ProoJ We detine an embedding (w, 8): (Spec A,z) -+ (3(k), F) of local 
ringed spaces and show that the restriction of (w, 19) to Spec, A has the 
desired properties. car any P E Spec A, let v(P) = A, E @(k),To see that v/ 
is continuous, let e(k(a, ,..., a,}) be any basic open set in O(k). Then for 
i = l,..., n, there exist pi, yi E A, yi # 0, such that pi = aiyi. Note that for any 
P E Spec A, P E v/-‘(P(k{a , ,..., a,})) if _and only if k{a, ,..., a,} c A, if and 
only if y = y, . . . . . yn 4: P, so-that w-‘(@(k(a,,..., a,,])) = D(y) and hence w 
is continuous. To define 0: F + w*A”, it suffices to define a morphism of 
presheaves R -+ y*A on the basis of p(k), since F is the associated 
sheaf of R. Hence for any basic open set 3(k{a, ,..., a,}) of p(k), define 
a differential ring homomorphism R(c”(k{a, ,..., a,,})) = k{a, ,..., a,) + 
tq*x(e(k(a, ,..., a,}))=A,, where pi=aiyi and y=yi ..-Y,, as above, by 
mapping k -+ A, by the inclusion and sending each ai to y, . . . yip ,Piyi+ , . . . 
y,/y. It is clear that for any P E Spec A, 8:: (F);>,,,, -+ 6, is an isomorphism 
and hence is certainly local. Moreover, IC/ is a monomorphism, since if 
v(P) = v(P’), then since P = m(A,) n A, where m(A,) denotes the maximal 
ideal of A,, we see that P= P’. Finally, if P E Spec,A, then 
v(P) = A, E p(k), so that (ye, 0) restricts to give an embedding of local 
differential ringed spaces (Spec,A, A)- (P(k), F), and clearly v(Spec, A) = 
L,(A)U (Kl. 
In the remainder of the paper, we extend the established convention and 
omit the sheaf eX from the notation (X, Pi) for a differential scheme, simply 
writing X when it is convenient to do so. Similarly we will write 4 in place of 
($,19) for a morphism of differential schemes. 
Let M be a premodel of K over k as in [ 1, p. 3 161, i.e., M = lJ yEI Mi, 
where Mi = L,(Ai) and Ai is a differentially finitely generated differential 
ring extension of k with qf(A() = K, i = l,..., n. If we set M* = MU {K}, we 
see that M* is a differential scheme since M* has a covering (finite, in fact) 
by differential afline open sets Vi = L,(A,) U {K) z Spec,(A,), i = I,..., n. 
Note also that there is a canonical morphism of differential schemes 
V: M* * S, where S = Spec,(k) since each of w 1 Ui: Vi + S is realized by 
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the inclusion k + Ai for i = l,..., n. We will call M* the differential scheme 
associated to the premodel A4, and v the structure morphism of M*. 
For the remainder of this section we assume that Q c k, where Q denotes 
the field of rational numbers. This assumption is mild since K is of charac- 
teristic zero and hence contains Q within its subfield of constants. However, 
the assumption Q c k implies that all of the differential rings which contain 
k are special in the sense of [ 7, p. 242 1. In particular we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let M be a premodel of K over k, M* the dlflerential 
scheme associated to M, S = Spec,(k) and y: M* -+ S the structure 
morphism of M*. Then M* is quasi-compact and irreducible, and IJI is quasi- 
compact. 
Proof: Let M = UF= I Mi, where Mi = L,(Ai), and A, is a differentially 
finitely generated differential ring extension of k with qf(Ai) = K for 
i = I,..., n. Then since each Ai is special, Vi z SpecJ, is quasi-compact by 
(7, Proposition 2.3, p. 2473, and since {Ui} forms a finite open covering of 
M*, M* is also quasi-compact. Furthermore, each Ai is an integral domain, 
so that Spec Ai is irreducible. Since Spec, Ai is the continuous image of 
SpecAi by [7, Theorem 2.2, p. 2461, Spec,Ai is irreducible as well. 
Moreover, for any i, j E (l,..., n} we have Ui n Uj # 0, so that M* is 
irreducible by [3, Chap. II, Sect. 4, No. 1, Proposition 3(ii), p. 1201. Finally, 
since M* has a finite open covering by quasi-compact sets Ui, it suffices to 
show that w 1 Ui: Ui + S is quasi-compact for each i = l,..., n. Let V c S be 
open and quasi-compact, and let Vi = vi- ‘( v> c Vi, where vi = v 1 Vi. Since 
both k and Ai are special, S - V is a closed set of the form V,)(Z) = 
V(Z) n Spec, k, where I = [a, ,..., aj] is the differential ideal in k generated 
by a, E k, I= I,..., j by [7, Proposition 2.3, p. 247). Since vi is realized by 
the inclusion k + Ai, it follows that Ui - Vi = Vn(Zi) where Ii is the 
differential ideal in Ai generated by {a i ,..., aj). Hence by [ 7, Proposition 2.3, 
p. 2471 again, Vi is quasi-compact, and hence each vi is quasi-compact for 
i = l,..., n. 
Let S be a differential scheme. We say that X is a differential scheme over 
S if there is a morphism IJ/: X-+ S of differential schemes. In that case w is 
called the structure morphism of X over S. If X and Y are differential 
schemes over S with structure morphisms vx and vu, respectively, then a 
morphism w: X-r Y of differential schemes over S is a morphism w: X-+ Y 
of differential schemes such that I(/~ . w = v~. If X and Y are differential 
schemes over S, the set of morphisms of differential schemes over S from X 
to Y is denoted by Hom,(X, Y). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let M be a premodel of K over k, M” the differential 
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scheme associated to M and S = Spec, k. Then M is complete if and only g 
for every dtrerential valuation ring A of K over k, the canonical map 
Hom,(Spec, A, M*) + Hom,(Spec, K, M*) induced by the inclusion A + K 
is surjective. 
Proof Suppose first that M is complete, let A be a differential valuation 
ring of K over k, and let f: Spec, K + M* be a morphism of differential 
schemes uch that IJ . f = j . h, where I,Y: M* + S is the structure morphism 
of M* and h: Spec, K --) Spec, A and j: Spec, A -+ Spec, k are realized by 
the inclusions k + A -+ K. Since M is complete, there exists a point P E M 
with A > P. Hence there is some differential affine open set U z Spec, B in 
M* with P E U, where B is a differentially finitely generated ifferential ring 
extension of k with qf B = K. Define a morphism g: Spec, A -+ M* by 
g=i. g’, where g’: Spec, A + Spec, B is realized by the inclusion 
B + P+ A and i: Spec, B -+ M* is the embedding. Clearly v . g = j, and 
likewise we see that g . h =J: It follows that Hom,(Spec, A, M*) + 
HomJSpec, K, M*) is surjective. 
Conversely, let A be any differential valuation ring of K over k, and let 
f: Spec, K + M* be the morphism of differential schemes uch that for any 
differential affine open set Ui E Spec, Ai of M*, f = Qi . hi, where 
hi: Spec, K + Spec, Ai is realized by the inclusion Ai-, K and 
di : Spec, Ai + M* is the embedding. By hypothesis there exists a morphism 
g: Spec, A -+ M* such that g - h = f and v/ . g = j where, as above, j and h 
are realized by the inclusions k + A --t K. By Proposition 2.4 there is a 
differential afline open set Vi z Spec, Ai such that g = #i . g’, where 
g’: Spec, A -+ Spec, Ai is realized by a unique differential ring 
homomorphism Ai + A, and it is easy to see that Ai + A is an inclusion. Now 
let m E Spec, A denote the unique closed point and let P = g(m). It follows 
that A > P, and hence M is complete. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let M be a premodel of K over k, M* the diJferentia1 
scheme associated to M and S = Spec, k. Then M is a model if and only tf 
for every dtperential valuation ringA of K over k, the canonical map 
Hom,(Spec, A, M*) -+ Hom,(Spec, K, M*) induced by the inclusion A --t K 
is injective. 
Proof. Suppose first that M is a model, let A be a differential valuation 
ring of K over k and let m E Spec, A denote the unique closed point 
corresponding to the maximal differential ideal of A. Suppose that 
S, g: Spec, A --) M* are two morphisms of differential schemes over S, i.e., 
y . f = j = y . g, where w: M* -+ S is the structure morphism of M* and j is 
realized by the inclusion k -+ A. If we denote the morphism of differential 
affine schemes induced by the inclusion A -+ K by h, then if we assume 
f. h = g - h, we are done if we can show that f = g. Since A is a local 
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differential ring, by Proposition 2.4 there exist differential afftne open sets 
U z Spec, B and V r Spec, C in M*, where B and C are differentially 
finitely generated ifferential ring extensions of k with quotient field K, and 
factorizations f = i . f’ and g = j. g’, where f I: Spec, A + Spec, B and 
g’: Spec,A + Spec, C are realized by differential ring homomorphisms 
B + A and C --) A and where i: Spec, B + M* and j: Spec, C + M” are the 
embeddings. One can show easily that B --) A and C + A are inclusions, and 
it follows that if P = j(m) and Q = g(m), then A > P and A > Q. Since M is 
a model, we have P = Q, and hence it follows that f = g, so that the 
canonical map Hom,(Spec, A, M*) + Hom,(Spec, K, M*) is injective. 
Conversely, suppose that M is not a model. Then there exist points P, 
Q E M with P # Q and a local differential ring L with L > P and L > Q. It 
follows from Lemma 2 [ 1, p. 3 151 that we may take L G K. Hence there 
exists a differential valuation ring A of K over k with A > L, and therefore 
A > P and A > Q. Let Us Spec, B and Vr Spec, C be differential afftne 
open sets in M* with P E U and Q E V. Since P # Q, we must have B # C. 
Now define f, g: Spec, A + M*, where f=i-f’, g=j.g’, f’:Spec,A+ 
Spec, B and g’ : Spec, A -+ Spec, C are realized by the inclusions B --t A 
and C -+ A and i: Spec, B + M* and j: Spec, C -+ M* are the embeddings. 
Then clearly f. h = g - h, but f # g since P # Q, and it follows that the 
canonical map Hom,(Spec, A, M*) + Hom,(Spec, K, M*) is not injective. 
4. PRODUCTS OF DIFFERENTIAL SCHEMES 
In this section we consider the problem of constructing the product of a 
family of differential schemes over differential scheme S. Many of the fruitful 
ideas in algebraic geometry such as a group schemes and separation and 
completeness properties of morphisms of schemes arise from the ability to 
construct products of schemes. We will consider several applications of a 
similar nature for differential schemes. 
The construction of products in the case of schemes is accomplished by 
taking products of the open afftne sets, which then form an affme covering 
for the product. For differential schemes, we can proceed in a similar 
fashion, but some care must be exercised due to the fact that not every 
morphism between differential afftne schemes is realized by a differential ring 
homomorphism. The key step is the affine case below. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 4: X-+ S and v/: Y-+ S be morphisms of dlflerential 
afine schemes realized by the dlflerential ring homomorphisms f: A --) B and 
g: A -+ C, respectively. Then the product X xs Y of the differential affine 
schemes X and Y over S exists and is a dlflerential afine scheme over S. 
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ProoJ The diagram 
AI- B 
is a pushout [ 11, p. 651 in Diff, where h(b) = b @ 1 and k(c) = 1 @ c. Since 
Spec, : Diff -+ LDRS is a contravariant functor which has a right adjoint, it 
carries colimits in Diff to limits in LDRS by [ 11, Theorem V.5.1, p. 1141, 
and so the diagram 
Spec,(B OA C) - Spec,) B - X 
I i 
Spec, C ----+ Spec, A m 
I 
Y 0 
is a pullback [ 11, p, 711 in LDRS. It follows that the product X Xs Y is the 
differential affine scheme Spec,(B OA C). 
We will say that a family of morphisms {vi : Xi -+ S ] i E I} of differential 
afftne schemes is realizable if there exist isomorphisms a: Spec, A -+ S, 
/Ii : Spec, Bi + Xi and differential ring homomorphisms fi : A + Bi for each 
i E I such that a . Spec, fi = pi - vi for each i E I. If S is a differential affine 
scheme, a family of morphisms {vi: Xi + S} of differential schemes will be 
called realizable if each Xi has a covering by differential afftne open sets 
(Vi,} such that {vi 1 Uia: Ui, + S] is realizable. Finally, a family of 
morphisms (vi : Xi + S} of differential schemes is called realizable if S has a 
covering by differential aftine open sets {S,} such that if Xi, = wf ‘(S,), 
then the family (vi 1 Xi, : X, --t S,} is realizable for each a. We will also say 
that the family {Xi} of differential schemes is realizable over S if there exists 
a realizable family {vi : Xi + S} of morphisms. As an example, let S be a 
differential scheme and let (Vi} be any family of open subsets of S. Then the 
family (vi : Vi -+ S} of inclusion mappings is realizable. As another example, 
the structure morphism I,X M* -+ Spec, k of the differential scheme 
associated to a premodel M of K over k is realizable. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let Z denote the dlflerential ring of integers with the 
trivial derivation operator. Then the dlflerential aflne scheme Spec, Z is the 
terminal object in LDRS (i.e., for any local dSfferentia1 ringed space X there 
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is a unique morphism X + Spec, Z of local differential ringed spaces). 
Moreover, any family of d@erential schemes (Xi] is realizable over Spec,, Z. 
Proof It is clear that Z is the initial object in Diff (i.e., for any 
differential ring A there is a unique differential ring homomorphism Z + A), 
and since Spec,: Diff -+ LDRS is contravariant and has a right adjoint, 
Spec, Z is the terminal object in LDRS. If {Xi) is any family of differential 
schemes and ti : Xi + Spec, Z denotes the unique morphism of differential 
schemes, then each Xi has a covering by differential afftne open sets {Vi, ) 
such that 7i 1 Ui, : Ui, + Spec, Z is realized by a family of differential ring 
homomorphisms f;., : Z --) Ai,, showing that {Xi) is realizable over Spec,) Z. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let S be a differential scheme and let X and Y be 
realizable d@erential schemes over S. Then the product X xs Y of X and Y 
over S exists and is a realizable differential scheme over S. 
ProoJ We observe that since X and Y are realizable over S, the proof of 
Theorem (3.2.1) 15, Chap. 1, Sect. 3, p. 23 11 shows that we may reduce to 
the case where both X and Y are realizable differential affine schemes over 
the differential affine scheme S. The theorem now follows immediately from 
Theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.4. The category DSch of differential schemes has finite 
products. 
Proof: Any family {Xi} of differential schemes is realizable over Spec,) Z 
by Proposition 4.2. If the family (Xi} is finite, it follows from Theorem 4.3 
that the product of the family {Xi} over Spec, Z exists and is a differential 
scheme. But since Spec, Z is the terminal object in the category of 
differential schemes, the product of the family {Xi} over Spec, Z is naturally 
isomorphic to the product of the family {Xi}. 
Let w: X -+ S be a morphism of differential schemes. We say that v/ is 
separated or that X is separated over S if X xs X exists and d,(X) is closed 
in X xs X. Here A, : X+ X xs X denotes the diagonal map, i.e., the unique 
morphism of differential schemes such that pr, . A, = id, = pr, . A,, where 
id,: X+X denotes the identity and pri: X xs X -+ X denotes the projection 
onto the ith factor, i = 1, 2. We say that w is universally closed if for any 
morphism 0: Y+ S such that X xs Y exists, the induced morphism 
I@ : X xs Y + Y is closed (as a map of topological spaces). Finally, we say 
that a differential scheme X is separated (resp., universally closed) if the 
unique morphism X + Spec, Z is separated (resp., universally closed). 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Dlflerential aflne schemes are separated. 
Proof: Let A be any differential ring, X = Spec,, A and S = Spec,) Z. 
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Consider A and Z as commutative rings, and let Y = Spec A and T = Spec Z. 
By Theorem 4.1, X xs X E Spec,(A @ A), while Y X, Y g Spec(A @ A), so 
that X xs X may be identified with a subspace of Y XT Y. It follows that 
d(x)=A(y)n(xx,x), and since affine schemes are separated in the usual 
sense [5, Chap. 1, Sect. 5, Proposition (5.2.2), p. 2771, A(Y) is closed in 
Y X~ Y, and hence A(X) is closed in X xs .X. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let M be a premodel of K over k, M* the dlflerential 
scheme associated to M, S = Spec, k and w: M* -+ S the structure morphism 
of M*. Then 
(i) if ‘c/ is separated, M is a model, and 
(ii) if c is universally closed, M is complete. 
Proof: (i) Let P, Q E M and suppose that A E F(k) is such that A > P 
and A > Q. Then P = B, and Q = C, for some x E Spec, B, y E Spec, C, 
where B and C are differentially finitely generated ifferential ring extensions 
of k with quotient field K. Hence we may define morphisms 
g: Spec, A + M* and h: Spec, A +M* by g=i- g’ and h=j.h’, where 
g’ : Spec, A + Spec, B and h’ : Spec, A + Spec, C are realized by the 
inclusions B + A and C + A, and i: Spec, B + M* and j: Spec, C -+ M* are 
the canonical embeddings. It is clear from the definitions of g and h that 
w . g = w . h, and since v/ is realizable, M* xs M* exists. Hence there is a 
unique morphism t: Spec, A + M* xs M* such that pr, e t = g and 
Pr2 . t = h, where pri: M* X, M* -+ M * denotes the ith projection for 
i = 1, 2. Now let E = t -‘(d,(M*)) c Spec, A, and note that since II/ is 
separated, E is closed in Spec, A. If z denotes the generic point of Spec,) A 
and m the closed point of Spec, A, then by construction we have g(z) = h(z), 
and so z E E. Since E is closed we have m E {z} c E, and therefore 
g(m) = h(m), i.e., P= Q, so that M is a model. 
(ii) Let A be a differential valuation ring of K over k, let X = Spec, A 
be the corresponding differential affine scheme and let 4: X+ S be the 
morphism realized by the inclusion k -+ A. Then both X and M* are 
realizable over S, so by Theorem 4.3, XX, M* exists. Define morphisms 
g: Spec, K -+ X and h: Spec, K + M*, where g is realized by the inclusion 
A + K and h = i . h’, where B is any of the differential rings of the premodel 
M, h’: Spec, K -+ Spec, B is induced by the inclusion B + K and 
i: Spec, B + M* is the canonical embedding. Then clearly Q + g = IJ + h, and 
hence there exists a unique morphism f: Spec, K + X xs M* such that 
pr,.f=g and pr, .f=k where pr, :X xs M* +X and 
pr, : X xs M* + M * denote the canonical projections. Let z denote the 
(generic) point of Spec, K, and let 2 = {f(z)} c X xs M*. Since w is univer- 
sally closed, pr, : X xs M* + X is closed, and hence pr l(Z) is closed in X. If 
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z’ denotes the generic point in X, then z’ = g(z) = pr,(f(z)) E pr,(Z). It 
follows that {z’} = Xc pr,(Z), so that prl(Z) =X. Let m denote the unique 
closed point in X and let y E Z be such that pr,(v) = m. Let 
P = pr2(y) E M* and let G and H denote the structure sheaves on X xs M* 
and M*, respectively, induced by the sheaf F on P(k). Then there exist local 
differential ring homomorphisms a,,, -+ G, and HP + G,, which are easily seen 
to be inclusions. But Al,,, =A, and since A is the differential ring of a 
differential place of K finite on k, A < G, implies A = G,. Hence 
A > HP = P, so that M is complete. 
In closing we mention that Kolchin in [lo] has shown that the projective 
space P(n) over a universal differential field 2! of characteristic zero ;q not 
differentially complete (i.e., the projection pr2: P(n) X N-r N is noi a 
differentially closed mapping for N a differentially closed subset of some 
projective space), but the the space P,(n) of points which are rational over 
the subfield K of constants of W is differentially complete. 
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